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Karger Publishers Defends Against DDoS Attacks With Imperva Incapsula

Upcoming Events
and Promotions

Imperva, Inc., committed to protecting business-critical data and applications in the cloud and on-premises, today announced that Karger Publishers,
a global medical and scientific publishing company, has selected Imperva
Incapsula. The company will use the Incapsula service to ensure that its
website, containing approximately 100 new scientific journals per year and a
vast e-book archive, is accessible at all times by researchers at leading hospitals, research centers and universities all over the world.
Read More>>>>

Bit9 + Carbon Black and Blue Coat Partner to Integrate
Next-Generation Endpoint Security with Network Security
Bit9® + Carbon Black®, the leader in Next-Generation Endpoint Security (NGES), and Blue Coat Systems, Inc., a market leader in enterprise security, today announced Bit9 + Carbon Black has integrated the Carbon
Black endpoint detection and response solution with Blue Coat’s nextgeneration malware analysis and security analytics network solutions. Bit9 +
Carbon Black is a founding member of the Blue Coat Alliance Ecosystem of
Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) partner program, announced earlier this year.
Read More>>>>

Lastline Announces New Product To Protect Entire Enterprise From Advanced Malware
Lastline™, Advanced malware protection provider Lastline today announced Lastline Detonator, a new solution to protect the full enterprise —
including mobile, remote and SoHo users – from sophisticated malware and
targeted attacks. Lastline Detonator analyzes potentially malicious files gathered from popular existing endpoint agents and network devices, enabling IT
professionals to extend advanced protection to the entire organization easily,
economically and in minutes.
Read More>>>>
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AlgoSec Security Management Suite Automatically Migrates Business Application
Connectivity to the Public Cloud

ForeScout Launches Integration Into Intel
Security Solutions Over the McAfee Data
Exchange Layer

AlgoSec, the market leader for Security Policy Man-

ForeScout Technologies, Inc. today an-

agement, today released the latest version of the AlgoSec Security Management Suite. With version 6.8,
AlgoSec delivers the only solution in the industry to
automate the provisioning of business application connectivity across dynamic, hybrid data centers. With
AlgoSec, organizations can now greatly simplify the
migration of individual servers, or entire applications to
the public cloud, and ensure required connectivity remains secure and compliant, irrespective of the underlying security controls in use.

nounced the integration of ForeScout CounterACT™
security platform with McAfee Threat Intelligence Exchange (TIE) via the McAfee Data Exchange Layer
(DXL). With this integration, Forescout is building on
over five years of integration with McAfee ePolicy
Orchestrator and other Intel Security technologies
and solutions. The result of this integration helps Intel
Security customers extend their investment in realtime endpoint intelligence and threat data to protect
their networks from unmanaged and BYOD devices.

Read More>>>>

Read More>>>>

Vormetric Survey: Data Breaches
Threaten Americans’ Loyalty to Their
Favorite Retailer

Silver Peak Showcases SD-WAN Flexibility
through Real-World Interoperability
Demo

Vormetric, a leader in enterprise data security for

Silver Peak, the leader in building broadband and

physical, virtual, big data and cloud environments,
today announced in conjunction with Wakefield the
results of its survey on how Americans’ would change
their shopping behaviors if their favorite retailer was
hit by a data breach. The survey revealed that for 85%
of Americans, significant personal consequences that
can result from a breach would cause them to find a
new place to shop.
Read More>>>>

hybrid wide area networks (WANs), today announced
it will conduct a six-vendor interoperability demonstration showcasing the power and flexibility of the
Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect SD-WAN solution.
This will be done as part of the first-ever ONUG SDWAN Proof of Concept (PoC) Demonstration at
ONUG Fall 2015, which takes place on November 35, 2015 at New York University.
Read More>>>>

Hillstone Networks Delivers Additional
Layer of Security for Customers on Amazon Web Services

Cellopoint Partners with Ipsteel to drive
Email Security Services in France

Hillstone Networks, a leading provider of network
security solutions, today announced the new Hillstone
virtual firewall solution, CloudEdge, based on its NextGeneration Firewall (NGFW) technology, is now available on Amazon Web Services (AWS) in standard and
advanced editions.
Read More>>>>

Cellopoint International Corp., the leading provider
of email UTM solutions has entered into a distribution
agreement with Ipsteel, a French value-added distributor, in order to bring Cellopoint’s leading email
security products to France and francophone African
nations. As security continues to be a key priority for
organizations, particularly with the rise of mobileworkforce, email security services have become more important than ever before.
Read More>>>>

